SCRATCH-OFF BUCKET LISTS
Welcome to your scratch-off bucket list posters pack where
you can fulfil your bucket list desires with 1 of 20 bold posters.
From books to dates and cheese to cocktails, there are 2000
possible things, places, foods and drinks to get stuck into.
Each A2 poster contains 100 things to do or try. From “give a
public speech” to “go skinny dipping” and “Cerveza Cristal”
to “Guitar Hero III Legends of Rock”, there is zero excuse for
being bored!

Movies
Calling all film buffs! Challenge yourself to
completing every film on this poster in the
ultimate movie-marathon of your life! Classics
such as Silence of the Lambs and The Goonies
are waiting to be enjoyed as well as scratched off
with pride!

Things to do

Places
For the explorers of the world, try your hand
(that is usually glued to your passport) at ticking
every wonder this bucket list poster provides.
From Mount Fuji to la Sagrada Familia, there are
spectacular places near and far to discover.

Always running out of
fun ideas for things to
do? Give your brain a
rest and let this poster
make the decision for
you! With ideas from
“knit a jumper” and “go
skinny dipping” to “go
whale watching” and
“learn to ride a bike”,
the entire family won’t
be bored again!

Dates

Albums
Crank up the stereo
with a choice of 100
albums that you
absolutely need to
listen to. These albums
span the decades and
don’t care about your
favourite genre. From
Spice by the Spice Girls
to Parklife by Blur and
many more, you’ll have
your music sorted for an
entire year.

Is the dating scene drying up a little more than
usual? Perhaps your relationship needs a little
va-va-voom? This poster will solve most of
your problems. With ideas from ghost tours to
city explorations, you just have to provide the
conversation and charm.

Books
Classic literature dominates the world of beautiful
books. Make sure your “to be read” pile includes
some of the best works in existence. With stories
like The Odyssey and The Color Purple, you’ll
never be short of incredible ideas for your next
read again.

